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How does it work?
The GAS Mojo Engine Booster™ Filter unit attaches inline
to the fuel line going to the vehicles engine just like a fuel filter.
A wave of energy is produced in fuel moving through the energy
unit. This action atomizes fuel and causes fine
particles to dislodge from internal
engine parts. This process helps to burn
more hydrocarbons in fuel which makes fuel
burn more efficiently. Does not change the basic
fuel formula and is completely safe for all types
of gasoline and diesel fuel blends. Does not contain magnets or any hazardous materials!

What are the $$ Savings!!!!
Saves thousands of dollars per year in fuel and engine maintenance
Savings versus costly fuel additives
Reduces deposits in fuel lines thus reducing fuel pump wear
Helps keep fuel injectors cleaner
Helps reduce costly tune-ups which can save you hundreds of dollars a year
Cleaner burning fuel keeps spark plugs cleaner
Helps Improve combustion and performance
Engines equipped with automatic transmissions run and shift smoother
Saves on fuel when operating at constant speeds
Safe for all types of gasoline and diesel fuels
Two year warranty from date of purchase
GM-2
Designed for smaller 4 and 6 cylinder gasoline and diesel fuel engines
This unit is designed for installation directly on fuel line going to engine only.
Fittings ½ inch female standard pipe thread. Fittings for fuel line not included.
Maximum fuel line pressures 100 PSI
Flow rate up to 90 GPH
Maximum operating temperature -20 degrees to + 180 F
Unit dimensions 3 inches width x 5 inches length – Unit weighs 7 ounces
Mounting bracket for unit to frame included
2 year warranty
Price - $175.00
GM-3

Designed for 8 cylinder trucks and buses with gasoline and diesel fuel engines
This unit is designed for installation directly on fuel line going to engine only.
Fittings 1 inch female standard pipe thread. Fittings for fuel line not included.
Maximum fuel line pressures 100 PSI
Flow rate up to 90 GPH
Maximum operating temperature -20 degrees to + 180 F
Unit dimensions 4 inches width x 6.25 inches length – Units weighs 16 ounces
Mounting bracket for unit to frame included
2 year warranty
Price - $225.00

